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It Js rumored that the young
ladies of Socorro are contemplating tbe organization of a basket
Nature Practical, Not Poetical, in The Last Joke He Tried to Tlay on
AVc always lead
ball team. That is acomuianda-bl- e
Sweet
Blossoms.
Blow
Stunning
Scattering
His Dear Wire.
They Were Dealt
spirit of enterprise.
Vote.
Democratic
Congress
convenes
next
by
It
week.
A French physician has decidm
"I don't think I'll try any more
Mixed drinks a speciality at P.
The defeat of Governor N. O. ed that perfumes prevent people practical jokes on my wife. They
Fresh home made candies at
N. Yunker's. The liquors are of
Katzenstein's.
tc a
Murphy, Republican, by Marcus from taking certain diseases. don't pan out well."
the best and they are mixed by
o co
A. Smith, the Democratic candi- During an epidemic his attention
J. P. Chase left Monday morn an artist to the queen's taste or
"Elucidate."
C3
date for delegate to congress from was attracted to the fact that
to yours.
"You see, she has a habit of ing bound for El Paso.
rr
Arizona, has been a setback for persons who constantly used per- hoisting the window in our room
(C
Read the column of Woman's
Mrs. B. M. Kohler, sister of
u
of that fumes escaped taking the disease. every night. As I usually go to Wants and Wishes. You will be Mrs. L. N. Barnes of this city,
aspirations
statehood
the
u
0
leaves Monday morning for Phue-ni- x,
territory.
But he found that the more deli- bed last, she depends on me to interested.
H
o s
Arizona, where she will visit
who
Thanksgiving
Mt.
Carmel
The
and
men
others
Business
lavenviolet,
perfumes,
like
cate
hoist it. Sometimes I forget it.
E
0.
u
s
o
have been interested in putting der, attar of rose, were more ef- and there's a wild squabble. Fre- pudding was immensely enjoyed relatives.
e D
Solomon Luna, Frank A. Hub-bel- l,
m
Arizona's statehood claims before ficacious than musk and strong, quently she wakes me up in the by the pupils.
H
Ml in
Mrs.
A.
II.
of
Hilton
San
An
and Gus O'Brien, all promi-cU
for
territory
the people of the
night and asks me to see if it is tonio is among the visitors in the
rank essences.
u
o
in New Mexico politics, were
the
at
surprised
were
zu id
approval,
Beccaria, the famous Italian open. Ill don t she nags at me city today.
J3
among the guests at the Windsor
O tí
U
C
result of the vote, Smith having botanist, long ago advised city until morning. A night or two
O ee
Born,
Tuesday morning, No Tuesday.
majority of about 1,000 over officials to plant trees and shrubs ago I resolved to give her a hard vember 27, of the wife of Joe
5 Ou u oa
Doctor L. E. Kittrcll will be in
s ree 5
s u.
Murphy out of 20,000 votes cast. with odoriferous blossoms or fra scare. I rolled up a lot of old Epperle, a son.
office in this city Tuesday,
his
o
December
6, ready to attend to
It is claimed that the chief factor grant leaves along the highways, newspapers into a long bundle
X
Mrs. Ada Morley has been in
s
o
Republican courts and parks of cities, be and laid the package down by from her ranch this week visiting the wants of his patrons in the
of
the
defeat
in
the
E "3
line of dentistry.
rr
statehood ticket was the Mormon cause these strong ordors produce me winuow. ui course she was Socorro friends.
H
u
W. II. Byerts was in Russia
Ten
thou
(A
territory.
vote
of
the
C. T. Brown is improving in
ozone, and thereby purify the air asleep and didn't hear me. Then
o
u
z
1)
3
sand Mormons have settled in and make the city more health P opened the window a little ways health but is not yet as strong as when last heard from, about ten
days ago, and was making his
O
J3
o
the upper part of Arizona. They ful to human beings confined to and crept into bed. Some time might be wished.
way toward Rome. He will probH
J. B. Squier will arrive in town ably arrive in Socorro the last of
are opposed to the immigration city streets or narrow, sunless alter midnight she nudged me
Ik
of Gentiles and are consequently courts and alleys.
and said: 'Jim, I'm sure you tomorrow from Denver to spend next month.
the winter months.
statehood,
of
not in favor
Indeed nature teaches us some didn't open that window. It's
The ladies of the Episcopal
Doctor Duncan was called out Guild will give a social at the
believing that the admission of of her delicate mysteries and far like a bake oven in the room
Arizona would bring thousands reaching processes when she Get up and see.' So I got up, to Magdalena this morning on residence of Mrs. Chas. Sperling
professional business.
in honor of Rev. Joseph McConof immigrants. Murphy expected piants tuberoses, orange trees, went to the Window and threw
OUR FREE
nell Friday evening, December 7.
Come
see
line
our
and
fresh
of
a majority of the Mormon vote, the night blooming cereus and the sash as high as it would go,
All are urged to come.
next
candies
to
door
the
on account of his woman's suffrage other shrubs and blossoms with As I did so I gave a little shriek
Katzenstein's.
A young son of Mrs. F. Van
views, whereas it is now apparent such rich and oft well nigh over and then flung my bundle down
Dusen, who is visiting at the
Biavaschi's
reading
room
is
that the Mormons voted solidly powering odors in tropic lands to to the walk below. It struck advertised in another column. home of her parents, Mr. and
DAILY PAPERS ON FILE.
against him.
Mrs. C. Sickles, fell from a horse
neutralize the danger of fevers with a dull thud, and I dodged Read the list of periodicals.
the Windsor hotel yesterday
Arizona is the only territory in and malaria arising from dense behind the curtain to await deNew York Herald
Fresh oysters twice a week at near
which the question of statehood vegetation of damp, unwhole-som- velopments. The room was very Lon Jenkins & Co's. Try them morning and broke his nose and.
Chicago Times-Heral- d
one of his arms.
entered politics. Inasmuch as
St. Louis
dark, and I couldn't see my wife once and you will call again.
marshes and rivers.
Thirty guests were entertained
the vote was against the state
San Francisco Examiner
S. Alexander was a homeward
Who of us can resist the charm but I heard her raise herself to
at
the Park house for Thanksthat-Ari
hood ticket, it is felt
Denver Republican
to the senses of great masses of a sitting posture. Then she bound passenger on yesterday giving dinner. Mrs. Hill,
from
morning's
train
the
north.
zona must now take its chances white and purple lilacs with spoke. 'Poor old Jim,' she quiet
Galveston News
is making a desiraB. W. Cruickshank f San Mar- ble reputation for herself as hostwith the
other territories, countless bees murmuring round ly said, 'he's tumbled out of the
enrolled himself among the ess and for the house as a place
Governor Murphy and other the fragrant spikes of blossoms
window in his raggedest night- cial
guests at the Windsor Tuesday. of entertainment.
in
Arizona
leaders
statehood
the pure, delightful perfume not shirt. What a spectacle he'll be
"WEEKLY PAPERS ON FILE.
Fresh vegetables from Denver
The new reading room recently-fitteclaim that they will organize a too strong in the open air under when they find him in the morn
Scientific American
twice a week at Lon Jenkins &
up by John Biavaschi
go belore con the radiant sun of May? And ingP Then she
and
commission
lay down again Company's, south side of the now open to patrons of the house-Man-isy
Harpers' Weekly
gress to plead for the admission lilacs are so vigorous, are easily and went to sleep."
plaza.
of the leading dailies and.
Mining Journal
of the territory, but it is generally grown on any soil and very long
weeklies are supplied to the
"What did you do?"
W.
II.
Wednesday
Liles
left
Sporting News
felt that the vote has temporarily lived. Only an expert could tell
"Stood there like a fool for
morning for Texas where he will room. Such enterprise merits a,
Police Gazette
settled the matter and that Ari- how old some lilacs on a great minute or two and then sneaked remain about a month buying liberal patronage.
zona's individual claims cannot grandfather's old place are, with into bed."
Daniel II. McMillan of New-YorCleveland Plain cattle.
very well be put forward in the the gnarled trunks and vigorous Dealer.
has been selected to succeed
Messrs. Wm. Lee and Wm.
-- ALSOface of the contrary expression masses of green and blossoms in
Laney of Luna called on friends Judge Chas. A. Leland as assoand acquaintances in town Wed- ciate justice of the fifth judicial;
From Magdalena.
All Local and Territorial Papers, of her people as registered at the May. Boston Transcript.
Mr. McMillan
district.
will
nesday.
Republican.
polls. Denver
The Thanksgiving celebration
probably receive his commission
Free to tbe patrons of the
Mrs. G. Wolfinger of El Paso within the next ten days.
Senator Qrecn on Eplscopsllans
was a decided success. Everyone
How to Hake Tea.
house.
in town Tuesday mornarrived
to
be
most
seemed
in
a
excellent
When Senator James Stephen
Elston Jones is recovering a"
Q. BIAVASCH..
Consul Fee, at Bombay, in a Green, of Missouri, boarded at spirit. There was an' abundance ing as gnest of J. H. Hilton and
from the effects of his atlittle
family.
letter to the State Department, the National Hotel at Washing of good things. A splendid din
tack of rheumatism, though he
was
ner
served
th
after
morning
Spring Valley whiskey is a can bend his knees but very little
orives what we may consider
ton, D. C, he was very popular service in cnurcn. ureat credit specially fine
(intlatud Stem.
brand. There is yet. As soon as he is in condition
official directions for the making
Frequently cowboys in the of tea. He says that it is impos- with the guests of the boteli Í3 due to the ladies of the com- none better. Call for it at P. N. to be moved he will be taken to
who so readily lent their Yunker's.
one of the hot springs of Mexico.
White Mountain section find old sible to make good tea with hard Chairman R. R. Hitt, of the mittee
and
skill
aid in producing the
Jacob Hammel is now in St.
"outlawed steers" that are ten water, though the excess in lime committee of foreign relations, dinner. Our thanks must also
The Thanksgiving services by
and twelve years old. These are in the water may be corrected by found out that Green was not be given to those who supplied Louis much improved in health the children at the Presbyterian
and the comestibles in such abund- since his recent attack of illness church were greatly enioved by
steers that have evaded being the judicious use of carbonate of much of a church-goein El Paso.
all who attended. The little
ance.
should
marketed by getting away into soda. In the proper making or in insisted that the Senator
folks, under the direction of ProN.
250
special
a
meals
About
makes
were
served
P.
Yunker
in
his
ways
mend
regard.
that
some isolated place in the moun fusing of tea the object is to extract
and there was enough for every ty of Mexican cigars. Smoke fessor Wm. C. Phalen, superindinfor
One
he
Sunday
was
late
tains where they could not be as much of the theinc the active
one. One gentleman came and them once and you will smoke tendent, acquitted themselves
well.
found. It is very difficult to get principle and aromatic oil which ner. The women asked him ate all he wanted. Shortly after them always.
these cattle out when found gives the aroma, and as little as why. "I have been attending he met a friend who invited him
C. Hazeltinc who has been in
Lccson was quite sick the
J.
J.
They are caught and their hind possible of the tannian, which diving worship," replied the to dinner and he came again and first two or three days of the the city for several days departed
"To what not so very long after he came week but is now able to attend to for home yesterday. Mr. Hazel-tin- e
feet tied together; they are left gives the tea its astringency, Senator, . gravely.
again. We believe he thoroughly
represents a large amount of
in this position a day or a night This seem3 best accomplished by church do you go, Senator?" asked appreciated both food and cook- business again.
eartcrn
capital and has interests
woman.
know,"
a
don't
"I
Mrs. Udo S. Hammel of Magto get gentle then a few tame not boiling the tea, but by pouring
ing and must have laid up a
in aocorro county that will probaMissourian.
dalena
in
visited
relatives
answered
this
the
courtly
stock of dinner for several days.
range cattle Nire driven up to boiling water on it and allowing
bly call him hither again in a few
"Who preached?" they asked. A good sum of money was secured city Monday, returning hofne months.
where the wild animals are tied in to infuse but a few moments
for the public school fund. The Tuesday morning.
fney are then turned loose and In some places in the Cast tea is "I don't know," he said; "I entertainment
Mrs. F. L. Sanders left Socorro
given by the
The Convent school girl3 re- Sunday
usually go along with the herd, made in the cup. The proper walked up the avenne", turned up Epworth League assisted
morning for White Water,
ceived their November reports
but sometimes it is necessary to quantity or leaves are placed in Fourth street and entered a church by the day school pupils was Monday. General averages are N. M where she will be postmistress. It is reported that Mr.
d
side." This was highly appreciated by friends are said to be good.
kill these wild steers before they the cup, boiling water is poured on the
Sanders has a good position at
who
filled
the
did
Our
church.
Episcopal
an
"How
church.
are secured. They are as wild over them and the cup covered for
man
young
who
A.
a
North,
F.
White Water. Both will be
day will be long
as deer and in this state almost a short time with the saucer. To you like the service?" asked Thanksgiving
is employed in the smelter at greatly missed by their friends
remembered
by
who
were
those
as valuless to the owners, inas- prevent the leaves from rising to another woman. "It appeared to present and so thoroughly enjoyed Cerrillos, has been in town this in Socorro.
week visiting friends.
much as they often entice the the surface a perforated bit of me," answered the Senator, "that themselves.
W. S. II.
Mrs. R. C. Dougherty, mother
Rev. Joseph McConnell arrived of Hon. II. M. Doughcrto of this
tamer cattle to join them in their Bilver or silver filigree work is there was too much reading of
Episcopal Church Services.
in the city yesterday from the city, left Thursday morning for
the Journal and too little debate."
mountain retreats, where it is placed over them.
and will conduct services her home in Denver after a visit
Argonaut.
next to impossible to dislodge
juorning prayer, holy com south
in
Epiphany
church tomorrow.
of a month with Socorro relatives
11
and
sermon
munion,
a.
at
of
growth
population,"
"The
them. Capitán Miner.
Dougherty was
m.
tomorrow. Sermon subject,
J. J. Leeson is receiving one of and friends. Mrs.
The following cases have been
says the London Telegraph, "is
accompanied by her grandson,
"Thanksgiving."
finest
of
largest
stocks
office
and
the
STOCK.
of
in
week
the
this
filed
the infallible test of national
Evening prayer at 8 p. m., holiday goods that have been dis Master Harry Bent.
Kansas City; Cattle, 3,000, prosperity and advancement," District Clerk John E. Griffith: wnen
There are at least $17,000 in
tue cnoir win render a played in Socorro in recent yeats.
V. Baca vs. Board of
Edwardo
steady.
and then it takes for an editorial County Commissioners of the stecial musical program. Sermon
Socorro's water bonds on which
ball
given
Thanksgiving
A
Native steers 4.35
5.75; text the fact that a population of County of Socorro, N. M., ac- topic, "Is it well with the young
Thursday evening was greatly interest has not been paid for
Texas steers 3.00
5.00; Texas 300,000 200 years ago is now the counts; Meddie Gray vs. William man?"
enjoyed
all the city's dancers eighteen months and the holders
Come and by your presence and who werebyfortunate
cows 1.75 d) 3.00; native cows United States with 76,250,000 in- II. Gray, divorce; Territory vs.
enough to be threaten suit for collection. It
show
side
what
you
is in order for the responsible
taxes.
etc.,
List,
Tax
Delinquent
present.
4.65, stockers habitants.
and heifers 1.75
are on. All are cordially invited.
parties to inform the
feeders
3.00 () 4.15; bulls
and
Mrs. II. O. Bursum of Santa why this interest has not been
Sunday school at 10 a. m.
Professor Pli'alen and Messrs.
If you would have an appetite
'
Fe, wife of the warden of the paid.
4.50.
2.25
startand
Carter
Smith,
Hunter
New Mexico penitentiary, arrivAttention Firemen.
5.90. like a bear and a relish for your ed yesterday morning for a trip
Calves, 200, steady 4.50
Miss Bessie Fitch came down
in the city this morning. El
ed
meals
take
StomChamberlain's
Sheep, 1,000 steady; lambs
All members of Socorro hose Paso
to Timber Peak. They went on
on Monday' Magdalena train to
News.
meet a young lady friend, Miss
4.10. ach and Liver Tablets. They horseback and were provided with company No. 1 are requested to
5.26; muttons 1.50
3.25
correct disorders of the stomach blankets and with provisions attend the regular meeting of
The term of Hon. W. B. Chil-dc- Suda Ciulick of Los Angles,
as United States attorney formerly of Tene Haute, Indiana.
and regulate the liver and bowels. enough to last them until tbey the company Thursday evening,
For Kent.
25 cents. Samples free at return if they don't stay too long.
Price,
December 11. It 19 re Miss Gulick was on her way
A.
expires
F.'Katzknstein,
A six room residence in good A. E. Howell, Socorro;
Foreman ported that Mr. Clulders is not home from a visit in the east.
W. W. It is altogether probable that
repair in the American part of Borrow dale, Magdalena, drug after their return no more Indians
an avowed candidate tor reap The young ladies went out tj
the city. Call on C. T. Brown. store,
Subscribe for The Chieftain. pointment.
will be seen off the reservation,
Magdalena Tuesday morning.
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from the pangs of disease which
However, there are other conthej suffered in severe, inhospita- siderations which seem to make
ble climates.
rir.i.isnEi) uy
immediate action by congress imperative. The populous centers
S0C.1RRO CCU'ITY PU3UJHIN0 CO,
Oom Pari, seems to have of the cast are Incoming congestE. A. U RAKE, 'Editor.
concluded not to come to the ed. About all the desirable pubUnited States. The effervescent lic land has been taken up. ManuFrench people made his visif tp facturers are seeking a wider
Entfrnd at Socorro Postoftlce as second
their
country an occasion to take market for their products. Specumail
matter.
elm
an extra twist in the lion's tail. lators are already obtaining conThe masses of the American trol of the best water privileges
TKKMP OK HCnsCRMTION.
people
doubtless feel no dispo- in anticipation of public ueeds.
t Strictly in adrante.)
On VMr
$2 00 sition to afford the prcsidentof the These
facts are ample to show
00
His months
late Doer republic any such that the irrigation movement was
diversion, but he would be sure inaugurated none too soon.
SATURDAY,
DEC. 1 1900. to receive an
abundance of such
CLOSE OF THE PARIS EXPOSITION.
sympathy as is always extended
The 12th of November, the last
Tim prospects are still pood to a representative of a weak
of the Exposition, wasmarred
day
for an improvement of conditions country struggling against a
a
cold drizzling rain, which
by
powerful one.
in Socorro in the near future.
kept the attendance down. The
If Croker succeeds in cleansing St Rnr.T, Wvkks & Co., New price of tickets dropped until five
(reater Now York of political York brokers, have this week could be purchased for one cent,
corruption what does he think written a letter to a firm of this and they were finally given away
there will be left lor hiru to be city stating that they hold for in considerable numbers. Promptboss of?
clients $17,000 in Socorro 6 per ly at. midnight tlie lights were
cut off, and a cannon on the first
Tin; Cimkktain will hereafter cent water bonds on which inter- story of the Eiffel Tower
contain a woman's column. An est has not been paid for eighteen announced the formal closing.
months. It is also stated that
effort will 1e made to supply this
unless the interest on these, bonds The event was celebrated in the
column with material of live
is paid very shortly the accounts afternoon in the Chamber of
interest to ladv readers.
will be placed in the hands of at Deputies.
The official statistics show that
Onk of the benefits that would torneys for collection. We arc the Eposition was
a success,
accrue to New Mexico through informed that the citizens of So
50,000,000
persons
having
passed
Statehood would be the power to corro are required by law to pay
25,121,-97- 5
gates,
through
its
against
protect herself against the' evils upwards of $2,000 into the city
persons in 1889. In the latter
lurking in such nefarious schemes treasury annually to be credited Exposition
British and Belgian
to
the water fund. If this is true,
as that embodied in the Stephens
headed
visitors
the listas regards
and
money
if
not
the
has
been
bill.
numbers,
but
this year the
collected, why not? If this is
Germans
came
first and the
Tin; official 1ond required of true, and if the money has been
Belgians
second.
Americans also
the county superintendents of collected, what has become of it?
schools in the territory is twice The holders of these bonds have formed a very noticeable continThe record day for
the prospective receipts of the in effect a mortgage on every gent.
office. This will li.x Klfego Baca's dollar's worth of taxable property attendance in 1900 was (00,000,
(), 000,
bond at about
which he in the city and they can foreclose as against 335,377 in 1889. The
can easily give.
that mortgage with very little total costwasof the Exposition just
somewhere between
difficulty.
it behooves closed
Tin: game of diplomacy that
$40,000,000;
the
exact amount will
the taxpayers of the city to see
has been so long in progress over to it
not
probably
be
known for some
that all obligations in this time.
in China is not yet played out
is
It
believed
that this
line are promptly met.
and there is still a general imenormous sura has been returned
pression that Uncle Samuel 'nobis
On the twelfth day of Decem- indirectly in the increase of the
the best trump- and that he will ber will be elaborately celebrated treasury receipts, in the surplus
play it at the proper time.
jn Washington the centennial of Parisian octroi duties, in the
remaining to the
of the first assembly of the monuments
Wiikn the mists cleared away congress of the United
"city, and iu the
or
state
the
States
Wednesday morning Socorro
in the present capital. The quays, bridges, and, improved
mountain stood arrayed in a occasion will derive most of
its transportation facilities left by
mantle of snow for the first time significance from the remarkable the Exposition.
this season. However, the man-til- e development that the country has
The work of removing the
was soon put away as superflu- experienced in
exhibits
began at ence, and as
the century about
ous in the pleasant weather that to
soon
as
posible
the buildings will
close. Probably no country
followed.
ever experienced a more remark- be demolished, so the uusightly
wreck at Jackson Park after our
Tin'. United States government able development in the same own fair of 1S3 will not be
time.
of
length
A
hundred
years
is pressing its claim againstTur-l:e-y
repeated. No vestige of the
and the latter country is ago there were sixteen states in Exposition will be left except the
assuming a dili.mt attitude. Dv the union, their population was great
on the north
the time the Kentucky reaches 5,000,000, their southern bounda- bank of the Seine and the Art
Turkish waters the sick man will ry was Florida and their western Palaces. Many of the buildings,
probably have to call his family boundary was Mississippi, and it owing to poor obstruction, were
was still a question whether they
physician.
would be able to maintain their already in bad condition on the
day of closing. The nineteenth
'
Colon kl Dkyan thought there independence or their republican century has been a century of
Now there
were good reasons why he ought form of government.
forty-fiv- e
are
states;
popu- expositions, ten having been held
their
not 'to be a candidate for United
in the last fifty years. Scientific
States senator from Nebraska. lation is 76,000,000; their area American.
The people of the state have ex stretches from shore to shore of
A Lincoln Story.
pressed their hearty sympathy in the continent and their flag floats
Mr. Lincoln said once that the
that sentiment by electing a re over possessions beyond the seas;
publican majority to the legis their independence, integrity and best story he ever read in the
form, of government are estab papers of
lature.
himself was this.
lished beyond question; and they
"Two Quakeresses were travel
The storms that have inflicted are recognized as a power among ing on the railroad and 'were
untold losses and hardships upon the nations of the earth. Verily heard discussing the probable
the northern and eastern states there is great reason to make this termination of the war.
this week have visited New Mex centennial celebration an im ' '.'I think,' said tb,e. first, 'that
ico in a milder fonrl and have passive one.
Jefferson will succeed.'
been welcomed as great blessings.
'"Why does thee think so?'
The Irrigation Congress.
Snow in the mountains and rain
asked the other.
Tim irrigation congress held in
in the valleys make glad the
"Because Jefferson is a praying
Chicago last week was suggestive man.'
heart of the stockman.
ot magnilicent possibilities,
" 'A nd so is Abraham a praying
New Mkxico's increase of 27 Other similar congresses have man,' objected the second.
per cent in population in the last assembled to represent certain
" 'Yes, but the Lord will think
ten years is fully up to the average interests and they have proved to Abraham is joking,' the first
of the country. Furthermore, no le HJwcrfuI factors in the pro- replied conclusively,'!
portion of Uncle S im's dominion motion of those interests. I3ut
has brighter prospects than this in the scope of its purpose and in
NOTICE.
territory has Sot increase of the magnitude of its proposed
All persons liable to poll-ta- x
population and development of benefits last week's assembly was duty are hereby notified and re
resources in the near future. As preeminent.
quested to call and settle the same
a state New Mexico would quickly i' It is estimated that 100,000,000 at my office in the court house in
surpass many of the states already acres of arid lands in the west Socorro, N. M. Otherwise I will
enrolled in the union. (.live us may be reclaimed by irrigation. proceed to enforce collection
iu
This area, greater than that of dicially 15 days from
statehood.
of this
date
New Mexico, greater than that notice.
Socohho was rievei in better of New Kngland and New York
By order of the Board of Edu
condition than now to accommo- combined, is now barren and al- cation of
the city of Socorro, N.
date strangers within her gates. most useless. I5y means of irri- M.
Many health seekers are already gation it may be made to furnish
Dated Nov, 16th, A. Q, 1900
here and still others are coming. homes for millions of people and
Skfkkino AehvtX,'
A mi,ld though invigorating to producá directly wealth enough
Clerk
climate' and a beautiful location to enrich an empire. These contell the utorj. Unfortunately, siderations alone would seem to
A snap. A 7 room house aud 3
not til who come are restored to be sufficient to induce congrss to acres of land two blocks from
the
health. Many are, and but few take prompt and efficient meas- court house all &et in fruit trees,
ti fltnl wrne degree of relief ures to the desired nd.
AprJy to J. J. Jtrfc5on.
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The Good Work that Bthifr Done 1y
the Uureati of Immiif ration.
1

The New Mexico Bureau of
Immigration is making a good
use of Governor Otero's report to
the secretary of the interior,
issued last year, on the condition
of the territory. It is an exhaustive document and contains a vast
amount of valuable information,
the extensive circulation of which
should do New Mexico great

"
good.
Colorado's neighbor on the south
is closely allied to other subdivi
sions of the Rock mountain region
in all its physical characteristics,
having regard to differences in
latitude. It is warmer than Colorado and Wyoming, but with this
exception it differs but little from

another

from

-

Will abe
world.
ever be like them?
Could they pnce
hare been a fair
aa ahef No beauty
tan Uat under the

j

njMA

rf

m

New Mexico's gold resources, and
it is gratifying to be able to say
that good results have attended
development. Several camps gave
promise of yielding large amounts
of gold, and through that means
still more capital will be drawn
to such places. It requires outside
capital to develop any country
like New Mexico, and publications
like Governor Otero's report
should be sent into every part of
the union, so that the mineral
and other resources of the territory may become widely known.
Denver Republican.
Operation Resulted iu Drath.
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That Low Anlmil, flan.
Instead of the highest, man is
in some respets the lowest of the
animal kingdom. Man is the
most unchqstc, the most drunken,
the most egotistic, the most
hypocritical and the most atrocious of living creatures. No
animal, except man, kills for the
mere sake of killing. For one
being to take the life of another
for purposes of selfish utility is
bad enough, conscience knows,
but the indiscriminate massacre
of defenseless victims by a,rmed
and organized packs, just for
pastime, is beyond character
ization. The human species is
the only species of animals that
plunges to such depths of atrocity.
Even vipers and hyenas do not
kill for recreation.
No.aiiimal, oxept man, habitu
ally seeks wealth purely out of
an insane impulse to accumulate,
and no animal, except matt, gloats
over accumulations that are of no
possible use to him, that arc an
injury and an, abomination and in
whose acquisition he has committed
irreparable crimes upon
others. There are no millionaires
among the birds and quadrupeds.
No animal except man spends so
large a part of his energies
striving for superiority not
superiority in usefulness, but that
superiority which consists in
simply getting on the heads of
one's fellows to crow and no
animal practices common, ordinary morality to the beings of the
world in which he lives so little,
compared with the amount he
preaches it, as man. Humane
Review.

If you would have an appetite
like a bear and a relish for your
meals take Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver Tablets. They
correct disorders of the stomach
and regulate the liver and bowels.
Price, 25 cents. Samples free at
A. E. Howell, Socorro; W. W.
Borrowdale,
Ma.gda.lena, drug
Store,
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LOCAL TIME TABLE.
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Official Directory.
FEDERAL,
Pedro Pera,
delegate to Congress,
Miguel A. Otero
Uovernor.
George H Wallace
iecrctsry,
Chief

Justice,

W.J.Mills

.

(3

Crumpacker
W. Parker.

Mt Kie
A. LeUnd
Surveyor-General- ,
Quinliy Vance.
United States Collector. A. L. MorriRon
W.'B. Cliilder
U. S. Diat. Attorney,
C. M.Forakei
IJ. H Miirshal,
M. It Olere
Fe,
Lnnd
Office
Santa
Hen.
"
E. F. Hobait
Hoc.
"
Las Cruces, E. Holigsao
Itfg.
" Ilpnry Bowninn
Roc. "
" "
' Roswell, llownrd I.eluml
Reg. "
D. L. Uejet
Roc.

TERRITORIAL.
E. 1... Barlleit
'list. Attorney. It. C. Gc rtner, (junta Ft
Diot. Attorney, W. II. II. Llewellyn,
Ln Crucer.'
"
Tt. P. Barnes. Silver Cit y
,
"
"
C. A.rpips, Lns
J. I. a!iv. Ra nis
"
8. Alexander. Soitorio
"
' ldrarian,
Lafayette Eninirlt"
3 D. Sena
lerU'biipieiiio Court,
Hun' jvi.iti u.iiirv,
ti.
li'iisii rtv
11.
W.
W hiteinun
Viilntiint Ocneial
Vaughn
A.
.TrmiHiirer,
J.
Luis M. Orti
Auditor!
Jnun 8 Clark
Oil ri.bpcctor.
Territorial Board of Rilueition.
S'i t. Public Instruction, M- - C. tie Baca
FIFTH JimiCf AT. mSTRTCT.
Chaves nnd
Couutiesof Socorro,
Eddy. Headquarters, (Socorro, N. M.
C. A. Lelannl
JikIl'o
J. E. Onllitu
Clerk aud Register,
ay CORRO COUNTY.
A. Hcliey , Chairman.
F. (J. Burilen
tirt gorio Baca
Sheriff,
C. F. Blackington
Treasurer & Collector. Abran Abcyla
Ilerniene G. Buca'
Couuly Clerk,
Assessor,
Constancio MieriT
Jose K Torru
Probate Judge,
A. C. lorie,
iup't. Public School,
CITY OF SOCORRO.
Entevan Baca
Mayor,
A. A. Sedillo
Clerk,.
Severa A. Bnra
Treasurer,
'
MarghAl,
Marcelino Alderete
8. Alexander;
Ciiy Attorney!
Police Magistrate,
Camilla Bace
REGENTS SCHOOL OF MOÍES.
Juan J. Baca, president; C. T. Brown,
secretary and treasurer; J. P. McGrorty,
F. G. Jlartlett. J. E. Smith.
áolicitor-Genera-

l.

Vt.-rns-

Lim-ohi-

,

CARTHAGE COAL
M. L,

Hilton

MIME

CD

Givane Luera,
Proprietors.
&

X-sllllip

C. T. BROWN, Agent, Socorro.
A. H. HILTON. General Agent,

San Antonio.
Low Pricea.
Fist Class Coal.
Patronize fióme Industry.

SOCIETIES.
UASONIO.
SUCUKKU LAJLHiU, No. 9, A. F.
&. A. M. Regular communica- tions, second and fourth Tues-

days of each month. Visiting
brethren cordially invited.

Jas. (i. Fitch, V. M.
II. M. Dorc'.iniHTY, Secretary.
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For Kent.
A six room residence in good
repair in the American part of
the city. Call on C. T. Brown.
Subscribe for

and invigstrengthens th fematt org
orate weakened function. For every
Is
It
the best
female til or weakness
medicine made. Ak your dru agist tor
$1.00 bottle Wine of Cardul, and take no
substitute under any circumstance.
Mr. Edwin Crm Cormtr. Mich.i "Vtica 1
wm hrUy hiecommenced ung W km ok Cv4ui

9:fi0 p m
6HI5
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Healthy Mothers

SI

pm

10:.',0 a m

i,
Neh
Junta

1

liavc gainsd eighteen pound.

30pm

EST.

Alixiniiprque

ly organs. Women
are cured of such
disease by the use
of Dr. Pierce's FaPrescripvoriteT mtnrim
tion
tti
ji enfeebling ifrains,
H heal a inflamma
tion and ulceration, cures bearing-down
pains,

The Brazilian surgeon who
performed the operation separat-i- n
the twins Maria and Rosalina
has got himself into trouble. The
children were so closely joined
that they had. one pericardium
and two livers grown together.
One twin, Maria, died, while
Rosalina survives "although a
IS
little lopsided as the result of the
operation." The surgeon although
Few mothers srt healthy, bccue
their duties are so exacting, the anxiety
a famous man who acted in
of pregnancy, the shock of childbirth,
strictly good faith, has been
and the care of young children, arc
severe trials on any woman, but with
indicted for murder. The doctors
Wine of Cardul within her
raip. every
all sympathize with him, for he
mother every woman In tfte land can
pay the debt of personal health sht
performed the operation from
owes her loved ones. Do you want
motives of philanthropy, but he
robuit health with all its privileges and
leisures? Wine of Cardul will give It
is charged with not observing the
i yoa.
proper precautions, and it is
asserted that Maria died from
blood poisoning. Mexican Herald.
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train and drain
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Recently more than the usual
attention has been directed to

ban ta l"e
Albuquerque,
Kan Marcial

of female weakness, from which
the majority of
women aulTer in a
greater or lesa degree. They miKbt
preserve their fair- -

Murn-Ic-

priations.
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Just building into womanhood, ao
fresh, so fair and fine tbnt we turn to
watch her as she pusses, he tripe along
the etrtrt a pirtnre of health and beauty.
Among the passing crowd of worn and
wnnmea women,
lie looka m being

either of those states.
Its
agriculture depends almost entire
ly on irrigation. Stock growing
will always be a leading industry,
strengthens the
and mining will be the chief
nervous system, and restores the gensource of wealth. It contains
eral health. It contains no opium, coprecious metals.although caine or other narcotic.
"I had beti a rrcst miflrrFr from frmsle
t is probably not so rich in that wetktKM,"
writes Mrs. M. B, Wadset, of
Co., Texas.
tried funr dtx tets and
respect as Colorado. But it has none Cook
dtd me any food. I suffered iii years, but
at l.t
found
I followed your advic.
more copper and it is equally as and look tight bottles of rr. Pierre's Favorite
and four of his ' Golden Medical
rich as this state in coal, if not I'rcscriptton
VinoovGr?.'
now feel like a new woman.
also in iron.
No part of the west has a more
genial and healthful climate or a
more fertile soil. Nevertheless,
New Mexico's progress has been
slow. This is chiefly due to the
fact that growth in its agricultural population depends upon
reclamation of the land from
aridity, and valleys not supplied
with the means of irrigation offer
no inducements to settlers. There
is hardly any part of the public
domain where national aid in the
construction of irrigation works
could be extended with more
propriety or greater profit. A
very great enlargement of the
irrigated area will depend upon
the construction of reservoirs for
the storage of storm waters, and
in tli.it ,work congress should
assist by making liberal appro-
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WfiK.STLI.I) WITH MOUNTAIN LION.

M. A. 3AYLI5R, D.D.S.,

J)R.

Thrilling Adventnrc

.

Cowboys

over

proved themselves

post-offic- e.

-

-

Socorro,

New Mexico.

DR. SWISHER,
of

(Graduate of the University

New York City. 1876, and former
U. S. Examining Surgeon.)

New Mexico.

Socorro.

Were Victorious.

Three Tonto Rasin cowboys
victors iu a
wrestling contest with the largest
mountain lion ever killed in
Arizona. The men, Geo. Hubbard, Hardy Schell and A. C.
Harer were riding the range near
Salome creek, 30 miles north of
Globe.
Schell had the only
firearm in the party, a rifle, and
had only one cartridge for it.
The cowboys routed the lion out
of eome rocks and rode after it,

ItKNTAl, St'HGfcON.

O (lice

In Whirli Arizona

F. W. CLANCY,

it if

possible. Schell
a
shot and knocked
tried
M.
N.
Albuquerque,
the lion over, apparently dead,
with a bullet thyaugh its neck.
11. M. DOUOHEKTY,
The three rode np and dismounted,
LAW.
ATTOHSEV-Ato find the lion had only been
New Mexico.
Bororro,
stunned by the shot. As they
approached he came to his feet
V. B. CHILDKRS,
and jumped at Schell, who
ATTORNEY AT LAW.
knocked him aside with a blow
Albuquerque, N. M. from the butt of the rifle. The
enormous cat then jumpd upon
to rope

ATTORN

200-ya-

rd

A

Gastronomic Cyclone.

All men and women eat. If
they don't, they won't last long,
and no one need worry as to
whether they count for much or
not. But good caters are usually
By good
very
eaters I do not mean large eaters
or greedy eaters, though I may
include some of both, but I mean
the men and women who enjoy
what they eat and show no
disposition, either from dys
pepsia or other form of indiges
tion, to quarrel with their food.
Gluttons, however, are not
very lovely. I sat at table once
with a woman at a summer resort
who every day for dinner ate 12
ears of corn from the cob, That
is more than the regulation midday feed for a horse. And in the
operation she greased her hands
and her checks, and every now
and again her nose was decorated
with the well buttered grains.
She was a sight, and at the end
of the table she bred a famine
that it took waiters to relieve.
And she was in repose not by any
means a bad looking woman, but
in action in action at the table
she was a kind of human cyclone,
caving desolation in her path.
She had had three husbands
and is a widow again. What
became of the poor men I never
know. Maybe she ate them.
John Gilmer Speed in Criterion.
depend-on-abl-

c.

Side OS

When the excretory organs fail to carry off the waMe material from the system, there Is an
accumulation of effete matter which poisons and clora the blood, and it becomes tour and acid.
l nu poison is carnea through the general circulation to all parta of the bouy, ana opon reaching
the akin surface then is a redness ami eruption, and by certain peculiantiee we recognize Ixiema,
Tetter, Acue, Salt Rheum , Psoriasis, Krysipelas and many other akin trouble, more or leas severe.
While the skin is the seat of irritation, the real disease ia in the blood. Medicated lotions anil
powders may allay the itch inn and burninj. but never cure, no matter how lonir and faithfully
continued, and the condition ia often aggravated and skin permanently injured by Uieir use,
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The many preparations of arsenic, mercury, potash, etc., not only do not cure skin diseases, but soon nun the digestion
down the constitution.
S. S. 8., nature's own remedy, made of roots, herbs and barks, of great purifying and ton icol properties, quickly and
effectually cures blood and skin troubles, because it goes direct to the root of the disease and stimulates snd restores normal,
healthy action to the different organs, cleanses and enriches the blood, and thus relieves the system of all poisonous secretions.
8. S. & cures permanently because it leaves none of the originnl poison to referment in the blood and cause a fresh attack.
Healthy blood is nccessaiy to preserve that clear, smooth skin and beautiful
so much desired by all. S. S. S. can be relied upon with certainty to keep
the blood in perfect order. It has been curing blood and skin diseases for half a century ; no other medicine can show such a record.
is purely vegetable and harmless.
S. S. S. containa no poisonous minerals
Our medirá! department is in charge of physicians of large experience in treating
blood and skin diseases, who will take pleasure in aiding by their advice and direction ail
who desire it. Write fully and freely alout your case ; your letters are held In strictest
confidence. We make no chanre whatever for this service. Our book on Tllood and
Skin Diseases will be sent free upon application.
THE 8WIFT SPECIFIC COMPANY, ATLANTA, CA.
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THE IRRIGATION flOVEMENT.

DO YOUR SHOES

The Whole Nation la Becoming In
tercsted In the Reclamation of
the Arid Lands. :f ...
Chicago, Nov. 23 The dele

FIT YOUR FEET?

,

Hubbard, crunching tb,e man's
ELFEUO BACA,
left arm and lacerating his body
gates to the 9th annual convention
ATTORNEY AT LAW,
Hubbard,
with
claws.
But
its
of
the national irrigation con
Socorro, New Mexico.
who is possessed of exceptional
gress,
which closed here on
Will practico in all Courts.
strength, caught the beast by the
Saturday, unanimously declared
throat and a front foot, and
that greater interest in irrigation,
W. II. WIXTIÍR,
Schell at the same time seized
and the arid lands of the States
Attorney and Counselor at Law the hind feet, while Harer ran in
has been aroused by this convena
with
lion's
throat
cut
and
the
tion than any previously held.
Will practice la all the Courts.
lion
the
Though
knife.
small
We believe that the Chicago
New Mexico.
Soeorro,
undoubtedly had been weakened
convention of the national irri
Pnherlzetl Coal.
by the bullet wound, the men
gation congress accomplished a
BERNARD S. RODEY
coal mines, immense great object," said Geo. II. MaxAt
all
to
fortunate
themselves
consider
LAW.
AT
ATTORNEY
haved escaped with their lives. piles of coal dust, which cannot well, chairman of the executive
Albuquerque, N. M
In the committee.
The lion skin measures 9 feet 10 be sold, accumulate.
"It placed before
All Bruiif.lif of the practice ntteuded 10 inches from tip to tip.
anthracite and bituminous regions the people of the whole United
of Pennsylvania, these dumps States the importance of the
Appeals to Fear.
J.KOFlNIlZlSU,
aggregate many millions of tons. problem of national irrigation,
to fear have, well All efforts so far to devise means
appeals
The
SURGEON.
AND
niYSlCIAN
and particularly brought it to the
nigh ceased, and vet there is no of utilizing this wasted portion
attention of the people of the east
Ü.Tice at Residence.
fact which we are so compelled of the mineral by compressing it
in a manner not otherwise
to see as the fact of retribution. into briquctts have been open to
possible. Genuine interest in the
JAÍÍKS Ü. FITCH
The law of retribution works in serious objections mainly due
subject
seems to have been
ATTORNEY AT LAW,
our present life. We become either to the cost or the burning
So much good would
awakened.
v
Socorro, N. M. aware of it in our earliest infancy, quality of the agglomerating result from carrying out the
and we never Wfccome developed material. For some time past,
Ofllcein Terry Block.
national government
in character until we have learned experiments have been in progress policy by the
result in so many
and
it
would
FREEMAN & CAMERON
to fear that which is evil and to at Chicago in the line of blowing
ways,
that people who
different
ATTORNEYS AT LA',Y
shun the consequences of sin coal dust into the fire box with
in irrigation
no
interest
have
I'arlxhad, N. M There is a sense of righteousness. air. The idea is not a new one
i'.self
being
are
attracted to the
in all men, and all men know that but novel mechanical devices h,ave
Will prrfire la all tlie Courts.
idea."
pun bocn invented to produce the
unrixhtcour.ness .brings
A GKKAT MARKKT.
ibbmcnt.
to
assume
fair
is
It
proper admixture, and it is now
JULIAN MONTO Y A,
"It would accomplish the
that what is a part of man's very said that tha success achieved has
.NOTARY PUbUO
structure here will continue been so great that it will pay colonization of the west and the
AND CONVEYANCER,
hereafter. We may give up better to pulverize good lump coal creation of a great market for
.
MEXICO.
NEW
ttau
entirely the notion of a material and burn it as dust, than as lumps. manufacturing; it would result in
hell, but we cannot give up the An increase of 25 to 4,0 per cent the employment of labor, the
of mining, the
TR. C. G. DUNCAN,
doctrine of retribution. Suffering in steam producing- capacity as development
I'hysfcian and Surgeon,
must follow sin, and therefore to secured, and all stoking is done assistance of navigation, the
appeal to fear is not only mechanically. Mining Reporter, prevention of floods, and relief
Office east side I'laza.
for the congested condition of our
N. M. legitimate, but it is in accordance
Socorro. Co
Soldiers cities in supplying material for
with the structure oí mans All German Youths Must
nature. North American Review
To the old "inevitables," death thousands of small rural homes."
E. KITTRELL, Dentist.
MANY PEOPLE INTERESTED.
and taxes, the Gorman adds a
Oranges Under Tents iu Florida.
Offices
third, military service. From
membership
of the
"The
One of the latest and certainly
Socorro, Abeytia Block;
time he is old enough to go national irrigation, association
the
the most curious devices adopted to school he looks forward and
San Marcial, Harvey House.
now comprises nearly a thousand
by orange growers in Florida is
for it. It is said that the leading mercantile firms and
plans
that of a tent which is designed first great event in the life of a manufacturing concerns of the
to cover and protect the trees,
German boy is hja confirmation United States extending from
The tent will be waterproof, so
the second his first week as a California to Main, and from
Assayers and Chemists. that it can be used from tear to and
soldier. A huge, red placard Minnesota to Texas. Agriculyear and will admit the sunshine
Eox 07, El Paso Texas.
appearsone day on the
tural, commercial, horticultural
on one side while it keeps out
Agents for Ore Shipper.
tower so familiar to German and labor organizations from one
frosty winds on the other. In
towns. It contains a list of the end of the country to the other
each tent will be an oil lamp for
of all the young men in strongly endorsed the irrigation
names
E. E. BURL1NGAME A' CO., heating. One of the govern
reached movement by resolutions and
district
the
Moratory ment's devices to give warning of military age,whoand have
ASSAY OFFICE
among have given it their earnest aid
his
cold wave is
Established la olorado.1866. Samples by Bailor an approaching
them. He has been expecting it. and
express will recelva prompt and careful atteatioa
particularly ingenious. Mails
Goid&SUver Bullion
and he knows that the authorities
BUSINESS MEN IN FAVOR.
100
Cflcsccntratlon Test
V..0.'". J01 travel sjowly in some of the less never forget. Already he and
not eastern people, how
"Have
Lawraaaa St., Dearer, Celo. thickly populated districts, so the
have decided one ever, been inclined to consider
parents
his
engineers of express trains are
question regarding his the proposition wholly a western
required to blow their whistles important
service, and that is whether he question?" he was asked.. "We
six times in every threo miles to
II. CHAMBON
enter as freiwilling, or heard much of eastern oposi-tion,- "
givewarningof thecomingof bad shall
-- DEALER IN
to serve for one year
volunteer
"But I
said Maxwell.
weather. New York Tribune.
only, or whether he musí take have yet to find a single eastern
Generel Merchandise Among the tens, of thousand the full service of two years. business man not in hearty
McClure's Magazine.
who have used
accord with the movement as
Recorro, New Mexico. Cough Remedy forChamberlain'
colds and la
soon as it is explained ta him.
HOW TO CURB CROUP.
of the
grippe during the past few years
The active
Mr. R. Gray, who lives near labor organizations bears this
to our knowledge, not a singli
RELIABLE ASSAYS.
Amenia, Duchess county, N. Y., out."
case has resulted in pneumonia
Thos.a Whitfield & Co., 241 savs: "Chamberlain's Cough
THB BEST PLASTER.
.Ml Gold and Silver . t .75 Wabash avenue, Chicago, one o Remedy is the best medicine I
G.ll
L ad
li Go'.d,ilver,coppt-- 1.50 the most prominent retail drug have ever used. It is a fine A piece of flaanel dampened with
SamrMca by mail receivs prompt attention.
gists in that city, in speakiug of children's remedy for croup and Chamberlain's Pain Balm and
Rich Ore and Bullion Bought.
this says: "We recommend Cha tn- - never fails to cure." When given bound to the affected parts is
OGDEN ASSAY CO. berlain's Cough Remedy for la as soon as the child becomes superior to any plaster. When
St., Denver, Culo.
I4J9-Igrippe in raanj cases, as it not hoarse, or even after the ccoupy troubled with lame back or pains
only gives prompt and complete cough has developed, it will in the side or chest, give it a trial
prevent the attack. This should and you are certain tobe more
Ü. S. DEPUTY MINI RAL SURVEYOR. recovery, but alsocounteracts any be borne in mind and a bottle of than pleased with the prompt
tendency of la grippe to result i
CHARLES E. CHESTER. C. Epneumonia." For sale by A. E the Cough Remedy kept at hand relief which it affords. Pain
Silt-jeCm, N. M.
ready for instant use as soon as Balm also cures rheumatism.
for patent.
fodergrouild Howell, Socorro; W. W. Borrow
these symptoms appear. Forsale One application gives relief. For
dale,
Magdalena.
ti i.m uveys and engineering work of
lV-lro-

-v

.-

Shoes are sure to fit if
made by this system of
measurment, which is
employed by
A. GUDBRANSEN,
S. E. Corner Plaza.
Full line of Cowboy boots
always on hand.
eT Repairing neatly and
promptly done.

JT'S EASY

To make your homes bright
anu attractive with . . ,

J

The
Sherwin-William-

s

Paints
because they are each made
for certain purposes.
.
.
A paint for Furniture, for Floors,
for Bath Tubs, for Houses, in

fact anything paintable, not one
slap-das- h
mixture for all kinds of'
Remember, it's putting the right paint in the right place
surfaces.
that's the secret of paint success, We will tell you the right paint
to use.

J.

C.

AN I NO ALLS

A

socorro, n. m.

BALDRIDOE.
IDYLL.

Taper by tliü
on
To His Old Hoiiif.

Visit

A few days ago the following
paper was found in John J.
Ingalls' desk. It refers to a visit
to the site of his old home on the
river bluff in this city, burned
many years ago:

"Was it on this planet we lived
and loved in youths'
enchanted kingdom, amid the
forests and by the great lonely
river, looking with mingled gaze
at the eastern bluffs purpled by
the autumnal sunset, or at the wan
face of the moon climbing with
sad steps, the midnight sky, of
was it on some remote stai in
some other life, recalled with
rapture and longing? Q'j, death
in life; the days that are no more.
"The crumbling excavation
alone

No one can reasonably hope for
good health unless his bowels,
move once each day. When this
is not attended to, disorders of
the stomach arise, biliousness,
headache, dyspepsia and piles
soon follow. If you wish to avoid:
these ailments keep your boweh
regular by taking Chamberlain's'
Stomach and Liver Tablets when
required. They are so easy to
take and mild and gentle in effect
For sale by A. E. Howell, Socor-- .
ro; W. W. Borrowdale, Magda
lena.

The Old

California
Missions
A chilli of hltttoric nmnnments to
Ihe Spanish padrvs who unaelftHttljr
toil.il htfre irvncration ayo.

scarce discernible among the vines
and weeds and brambles, deserted
and inaccessible,
ancient as
Palmyra or Persepolis in seeming,
was this the theater whereon was
enacted the intoxicating drama,
the sweet tragedy of human
passion, grief, love and endless
separation? Since then, what devious wanderings of the soul;

eaaniptra of native
architecture,
fiweet-toiihells whoae mnalcal
cliltnea recall the romanea and
race of A read Ion dava.

The California Limited vis Santa Pa Routs.
Hi'k'lnnlnif November 8. tri weekly
between Chicago and Lúa Andele,
lltirlnntttir early la December, dally
between Chitayo, Los Angeles and
Ban FrancUco.

what darkened vistas; what
trepidation; what struggle and
solace; what achievement and
defeat; what splendor and wKat

Aak for Illustrated pamphleta.
THOS. JAQUES, A rent,
KOCOKKO, N. M.

gloom.

"The river flows and the
landscape is unchanged. Nature,
mocks with her permanence the
mutability of man; and in that
steadfast presence, recalling life'
vanished glory, and bloom and
dew of morning, how worthless
and empty appear all that time
gives compared with what it
How
bears insatiably away.
gladly would we exchange the
prizes of ambition, and fame, and
wealth for the splendid consecration of youth wild with all
regret, the days that are no
Socorro;
Howell,
W,
W.
E.
A.
K.
Howell,
Socorro;
sale
by
by A.
more." Atchison Globe.
IJorrowdale, Magdalena..
W. W. Bonowdale Magdalena.
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THE CHIEFTAIN.
WOMAN'S WANTS
AND

WISHES.

MENU FOR
ItK

K

K P

AST;

promises to return in February
to settle all claims against him.
"Her Grace" will accompany
the Duke on his visit to America, making a tour through the
west and south, India and Japan,
before getting back to England
in time for the yacht races, and,
incidentally, he may enter parliament.

Apple.
Oat Meal.
Cream.
I'ickled Vig' Feet VrieA in Batter.
Boiled Hominy. Hot Discuit.
buckwheat Cakei.
Maple Syrup.

dinner:
Irish Potato Soup.
In

Sweet-Bread- s

Pastry Cups.

Pea.

Fricasseed Chicken vith Pastry
Squares.
Rice. Baked Sweet Potato?.
Cold Slaw.
Apricot in Tapioca. Whipped Cream.
Coffee.

Tiu:
Broiled Sardine on Toast.
Deviled Ham Sandwiches.

Preserve.
Milk.
TO

Cracker.
Tea.

MACK POTATO SOUP.

Boil and mash three or four
large potatoes. Make a roux of
1
tablespoonful of butter, y2
tablespoonful of flour, 1 teaspoon-fu- l
of chopped onion, letting the
onion cook in the butter a few
minutes before adding the flour.
When the roux is cooked, add to
it a quart of milk, making a thin
white sauce. Add this to the
mashed potato and pass the
whole through a strainer.
Return to the fire for a few
minutes to heat and blend it.
Season it with salt and pepper.
Sprinkle on the soup, when it is
in the tureen, a tcaspoonful of
chopped parsley and a few croutons.
The roux prevents the milk
and potato from separating, and
also gives smoothness.
The
soup can be made richer bj stirring into it, just before serving,
one or two well beaten eggs.
Soak well a cup full of tapioca.
When thoroughly soft, add a
pint of water, one cup of sugar,
a dash of lemon juice. Cook to a
jelly, and turn out in a vessel to
cool. When almost cold, pour in
a can of sliced apricots or pineapple. Set aside to cool and
harden. Serve with cream.
COM

M

K

IL FACT.

Just now a touch of gold is as
essential to the make up of a
fashionable costume as a dash of
black velvet was to hist summer's
gowns.
A metal ornament or tassel at
the end of neck riblons, a belt of
gold braid, and tiny gilt buttons
are wry popular.
A black flannel waist with
perpendicular strips of narrow
gilt braid is very fetching.
Some of the newest flannel waists
are trimmed with bands of em-

broidery.
An exceedingly fashionable
sleeve has its outer seam left
open from elbow to shoulder, the
sides connecting by silk loops
over small buttons. They are
sometimes worn over an interior
lace sleeve for evening wear, or
else showing
the bare arm
through the lacings.

"hek crack."
Once more the American girl
barters herself, her fortune and
her happiness for the sake of a
title.
The clandestine marriage of
Miss Zimmerman, daughter of a
Cincinnati millionaire, to the
impecunious Duke of Manchester, recently brought into a bankrupt court for debts amounting
to $150,000, with no visible
tucans of meeting this indebtedness, will bring no envy to the
heart of any true hearted woman.
With unblushing effrontery
of a few days
the
Standing obtains a respite from
the court on the ground that he
is to start the following day to
collect from papa Zimmerman a
yart of the price of bis title and
bride-groo-

m

A NOBLE WOM

N.

Miss Clara Barton, who has
finished her noble work in Galveston, is working vigorously in
the organization of the watch
meetings to be held by the Red
Cross on December 31. The
chief object of all these meetings
in all our cities is to raise a sustaining fund for ths society. In
many countries the Red Cross organizations are endorsed.
THK WAY TO WIN.
Go on with your work and be

stronp,

Halting; not in your way
Balking the end half won
For an instant dole of praise.
Stand to your work and be wise,
Certain of sword and pen.
We are neither children nor Gods,
But men in a world of men.
Kipling.

The ladies of the Episcopal
church guild will meet at Mrs.
Sperling's on Monday, December
3, at half after two of the clock.
All members are earnestly requested to be present, as matters
of special interest are to be discussed.
Mrs. Jas. G. Fitch is "at
home" to her friends on Thursday afternoons.
Much pleasure is anticipated
in the music at Epiphany church
next Sunday, when, besides the
morning service, there will be an
evening service of song. The
well known voices of the volun
teer members of this choir will

heard to greater advantage
than usual, resulting from faith
ful practice carried on in the past
be

week.

In a rural district where there
were no circulating libraries, a
little circle of women organized a
book club that, afforded them the
greatest enjoyment and pleasure.
Ten ladies gave each one dollar
and sent to a publishing house
where club rates are given for
ten of the newest novels and
literature. The books
were read and passed around to
each other. When all were finished, each subscriber became the
owner of one of the books.
Another sum was sent on for a
new supply. In the course of a
year each lady found herself in
the possession of several long
coveted volumes and had enjoyed
the reading of very many more.
All this for the sum that one or
two books would have cost her.
up-to-d-

HELF.N GOULD WRITES ON RICHES.

How to Make the Most of
Tell
Wealth The Opportunities of
Hie Opulent.

Miss

Helen

Miller

Gould,

daughter of the late Jay Gould,
has written for publication an
autograph letter in which she
sets forth the opportunities of the
rich, declaring wealth to be a
stewardship and not a means of
personal gratification.
As one of the richest American
heiresses, and as one who herself
is making the most of her wealth
in a philantropic way, her letter
is of peculiar interest.
The
world is familiar with her many
good works and with those
sterling qualities of character
that have made hers the leading
d
and
name among
American women. In all that
has to do with benevolence,
philanthropy and human kindness, she has for a number of
years borne an active and prominent part, and her gentleness, no
less than her modesty and' the
excellent discrimination she exercises in the uses to which she
puts her great wealth, has won
her the admiration of the nation.
Our soldiers and sailors
h
worship her. Her generosity to
the children of the poor and to
invalids has made her name a
household word in the humble
homes of the land.
Her written opinion of the
uses to which wealth should be
put cannot fail to interest everyone who has given a passing
thought to the subject of the responsibilities that attach to the
possession of great riches. Is
wealth a stewardship, and are
we responsible for the use we
make of it? In her letter, Miss
Gould clearly takes this view.
She discusses the various methods
in which wealth may be made a
blessing; how it may be applied
to the highest advantage and to
the noblest purposes. Her whole
life is a beautiful illustration of
the practical application of the
great principle? she advocates.
This is her letter to the proprietor
of the Christian Herald:
"Lyndhurst,
"Dr. Louis Klopsch:
"Doar Sir Your letter of recent date is at hand, asking my
opinion on the subject, 'How to
Make the Most Wealth.' It is a
topic on which I am not

--

good that is done by money that
is used in the different industries
in giving employment to great
number of people under the direction of clever men and women;
and surely it takes more ability,
perseverance and time to successfully manage such enterprises
than to merely make gifts.
"You will, I am sure, be sorry
you have made the inquiry of
me, since I have given you so
little information, but I think
you can easily obtain opinions
that will probably be far more
helpful than mine. Believe me,
very truly,

Our Entire New Stock op
FALL AND WINTER GOODS
HAS JUST ARRIVED.
We invite our customers to come and inspect our large
and well assorted line of
DRESS GOODS
LADIES' WAISTS
LADIES' SKIRTS
CLOAKS AND CAPES
UNDERWEAR

Copyright, Ths Christian Herald, New York,

1ÍAKYKARB PEOPLE.

Pjrice Bros.

Irvington-on-the-Hudso-

n.

well-qualifi-

to speak,

ed

and I would

suggest that you make this same
inquiry of some of our leading
clergymen, whose views on the
subject would be a great inspiration to us all.
"The Christian idea that
wealth is a stewardship, or trust,
and not to be used for one's personal pleasure alone, but for the
welfare of others, certainly seems
the noblest; and those who, have
more money or broader culture
owe a debt to those who have
A JOY FOHKVRK.
Bulbs are among the most had fewer opportunities. And
satisfactory plants for the winter there are so many ways one can
help!
window garden.
"Children, the sick and the
Crocuses will flower two or
especially have claims on
aged
three weeks after planting, and
and the forms of
our
attention,
require little or no attention.
for
work
are numerous;
them
The white Roman hyacinth is
from
kindergartens,
a joy to all beholders, especially
and industrial schools, to
if several bulbs are planted in
'homes'
and hospitals. Our inone pn.
Dutch
hyacinths,
for higher education
stitutions
freesias ond narcissuses are
in order to do their
require
gifts
"things of beauty." They
for
the tuition fees
work,
best
should be potted in loam mixed
do
expense of the
cover
not
the
with coarse sand and fertilizer.
and certainly
offered;
advantages
Ground bone meal is good.
in our
those
as
such
societies
They should be well drained. A
window full of these flowering churches, and the Young Womplants will suprise and delight an's Christian Association and
those who have never tried these the Young Men's Christian Association, deserve our hearty cointeresting plants.
operation. The earnest workers
The woman's wants and wish- who so nobly and lovingly give
es column will give space to any their lives to promote the welfare
church notices or social affairs, of others give far more than
giving replies, as far as possible, though they had simply made
to any questions from correspond- gifts of money, so those who canents addressed to the office of not afford to give largely need
not feel discouraged on that acThk Chieftain.
count. After all, sympathy and
may be a greater force
A snap. A 7 room house and 3 good-wi- ll
acres of laud two blocks from the than wealth, and we can all excourt house all set in fruit trees. tend to others a kindly feeling
and courteous consideration that
Apply to J. J. Lceson.
will make life Bweeterand better.
Good molasses forcooking pur"Sometimes it seems to me we
poses at Katzenstein's.
do not sufficientlf realize the
day-nurseri- es

We Seldom Form

Acquaintance witli
One, However.

It makes one homesick in this
world to think that there are so

relations."

Near at hand daily,
no doubt, are those worth knowing intimately, if one had the
time and the opportunity. And
when one travels he sees what a
vast material there is for society
and friendship of which he can
never avail himself. There are
faces of refinement, of quick wit,
of sympathetic kindness interesting people, traveled people,
entertaining people whom you
constantly meet and pas3 without
a sign of recognition, many of
whom are no doubt your long
lost brothers and sisters. The
matter of personal liking and
attachment is a good deal due to
the mere fortune of association
Charles Dudley Warner.

CARPETS AND MATTINGS
BLANKETS AND
QUILTS
ready-to-we-

best-love-

well-nig-

GENTS' FURNISHINGS
BOOTS AND SHOES

In fact our stock includes everything in winter,
apparel and is complete and elegant for ladies, children, and infants. Give us a call. Remember that it is 410
trouble to show goods.
uP"Mail orders receive prompt attention.

"Helen Miller Gould."

many rare people he can never
know, and so many excellent that
scarcely any one will know, in
fact. One discovers a friend by
chance, and cannot but feel regret
that twenty or thirty years of
life maybe have been spent without the least knowledge of him.
When he is once known through
him opening is made into another
little world, into a circle of
culture and loving hearts and
enthusiasm in a dozen congenial
pursuits, and prejudices perhaps.
How instantly and easily the
bachelor doubles his world when
he marries, and enters into the
unknown fellowship of the to him
continually increasing company
which
is known in popular
language as "all his wife's

Z3
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THE NEW MEXICO

SCHOOL OF v
MINES

SOCORRO, N. M.
FALL

SESSION BEGINS SEPTEMBER 10, 1900.

DEGREE COURSES OF STUDY!

REGULAR

Chemistry and Metallurgy
II. Mining Engineering
III. Civil Engineering
I.

o
y

Special courses are offered in Assaying, Chemistry, Surveying.
A

j those
A

Preparatory Course

is

maintained for the benefit of
advantages before

who have not had the necessary
coming to the School of Mines.
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F. A. JONES, Director.

FIRST NATIONAL

BANK

KEW MEXICO.

ALBUQUERQUE,

Authorized Capital
Paid Up Capital, Profits and Surplus
Deposits,

His Supposition.
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$
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500.oco.ee
1

75.ooo.OO

1, 200,000x0

OFFICERS

A philanthropic lady of Pacific Josbaa
Heights, one of the sort of
M.
superior slum raisers shown up in
"Fables In, Slang," met on one
of her tours a little boy who was
swearing roundly.
She seized
him at once and gave him a good

8. Raynolds,
W.

Flournoy,

Vico

UNITED

0

Frank

President,

McKee, Cashier.
C. A. HAWKS, Aaaislant Caebier

PusideDt

STATES

FOR A. T.

& 8.

DEPOSITORY- -o

F. AND A.

&

P. RAILROADS.

shaking, adding: "You ought
to be ashamed of yourselfl I
never heard such language since
Ihe day I was born!" The boy
into whose desolate home she had
just been bringing light pulled
himself loose. "Yes'm," he said,
"I s'pose dere was a good deal of
cussin de day you was born."
San Francisco Wave.

ALBUQUERQUE ST EMH LAUNDRY

A fine grand square piano can
be bought cheap. Apply to J. J.
Leeson.

J.

For fine Swiss, brick, or
cheese call on Biavaschi.
He has them.
lim-burg-

If you need anything in the line don't
(ail to try the best place which is the,

You will find good work, prompt services
and everything to your liking if you will

E. Smith, Aqt.,

TRY IT

Socorro, N.

er

Paying Propositions
We all are looking for them in these stirring
times. Don't think that mining is the only
business in which they are to be found. I have
them to offer in the following lines of business as well.

California
The Gateway
To the Orient
Nnmerous profitable buulneas
Opciunc-- t is California.

HERE THEY ARE

Make money la orange and lemon
groYea, vineyards, wineries. Orchard.
Make money In cattle and sheep

ranche,

wheat-field-

culture, varied

1.

beet-suga- r

flarin products.

Make money In mines, oil wells,

manufacturing, trading.
Tbe California Limited via Santa Fs Routs,
Keginnlng November 8,
between Chicago and Los Angeles,
beginning early in December, daily
bolsees Chicago, Los Angeles and
ban Francisco.

2.
3.
4.
5.

Livery, Feed and Salo Stables.
Hay, Grain, Coal, Lime and Cement.
Agent for tho Columbus Duggy Company.
City Freight and Passenger Transfer.
s
Corral in Connection.
First-Clas-

Ask for llluHtrated pamphlets.
TMOS. JAQUES, Agent,

HOCOKKO, N. M.

C. T.

BROWN,

Socorro, N. M.

n.

